THE FOUR-STEP PROCESS
Matt 18:15-17
	


Jesus did not say very much about church discipline, but what he did say is rather

straightforward. Jesus clearly commanded His disciples to administer church discipline.
	


The primary NT text on church discipline is Matt 18:15-20.1 Our focus today will be on

vv 15-17. In these verses Jesus gives his disciples a four-step procedure for administering
church discipline. Let’s consider each one separately.
	


Step 1: A personal and private appeal (v 15): “If your brother sins against you, go and

tell him his fault, between you and him alone. If he listens to you, you have gained your
brother.”
	


This refers to a personal and private meeting between the two parties involved. The

offended party is told to go to the one who has sinned and “tell him his fault.” Notice the text
says “against you.” This phrase is not found in several early Greek manuscripts. Was it original
with Jesus, or added later by a scribe? It doesn’t matter. Because other NT passages urge us to
go whether the sin is directed against us or not.2
	


For example: Mary and Jane are members of the same church. Mary discovers that Jane

is involved in an adulterous relationship. Although Mary is not directly involved, she is
nonetheless “offended” by Jane’s sin. According to Jesus, Mary should go to Jane in private and
confront her, calling her to repentance. If Jane repents, Mary has “gained her sister.” But if Jane
refuses to repent, Mary should take the next step.
	


Now, before we examine step two, there are some things we must keep in mind. These

will apply at every step, but we need to have them in mind before we even take the first step.
____________________
1Other Gospel texts speak to the issue church discipline indirectly are Matt 5:23-24; 7:1-5; Luke 6:37-42;
	

17:1-4 and John 20:23.
2For example, Luke 17:3-4 does not include the phrase “against you.” There we read that Jesus said, “If
	

your brother sins, rebuke him, and if he repents, forgive him . . .” (italics mine). J. Carl Laney contends: “Whether
the words ‘against you’ are in the original text or not, it is clear from Gal 6:1 that believers have a responsibility to
confront sin in general, not just when it is an offense against one’s person.” J. Carl Laney, A Guide to Church
Discipline: God’s Loving Plan for Restoring Believers to Fellowship with Himself and with the Body of Christ
(Eugene, OR: Wipf & Stock, 1985), 49.
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First, there is need for love, humility, and gentleness. Jesus said, “If he listens to you,

you have gained your brother.” The purpose of church discipline is redemptive rather than
punitive; the goal must always be to win back the offender.3 So in taking this first step, it’s
imperative that we do so in a spirit of love, humility, and gentleness. Galatians 6:1 says,
“Brothers, if anyone is caught in any transgression, you who are spiritual should restore him in a
spirit of gentleness. Keep watch on yourself, lest you too be tempted” (italics mine).4 If we fail
to do this, we’re sure to do more harm than good.	

	


Second, there is need for patience. Depending on the nature of the sin, love may dictate

that we move through the process slowly.5 Wyman Richardson counsels, “As long as there is a
reasonable hope of the person’s repentance, time and space should be given to them before the
next step is taken.”6
____________________
3The larger context of Matt 18:15-20 appears to support this. On the one hand, the preceding passage (Matt
	

18:10-14) calls for compassion towards those who have strayed from the flock and warns against “despising such
little ones.” On the other hand, the following passage (Matt 18:21-35) warns against having an unforgiving spirit
(which applies to both individuals and congregations). Anytime a church has had to discipline one of its members,
and that member repents and seeks forgiveness, the church then has the responsibility of forgiving—if necessary
“seventy-seven times” (Matt 18:22)—and restoring that member to the fellowship.
4As Eric Bargerhuff observes: “A self-righteous, vindictive, or judgmental spirit on the part of the person
	

confronting undermines the spirit of the process. . . . Many attempts at church discipline, even if they are done ‘by
the book,’ have been unsuccessful and damaging simply because the attitude and approaches of the persons
confronting have been wanting.” Eric J. Bargerhuff, Love That Rescues: God’s Fatherly Love in the Practice of
Church Discipline (Eugene, OR: Wipf & Stock, 2010), 144.
5Thomas White, “The Why, How, and When of Church Discipline,” in Baptist Foundations: Church
	

Government for an Anti-Institutional Age, eds. Mark Dever and Jonathan Leeman (Nashville, TN: B&H, 2015), 211.
Moreover, Gregg Allison maintains: “In one sense, haste is demanded when it becomes sufficiently apparent that . . .
repentance [is] not forthcoming; to keep on with the process may be misconstrued as toleration of sin and lack of
appropriate spiritual and moral courage. In another sense, however, rushing through the process may cut short the
time needed for conviction of sin to motivate confession and repentance. The process must give the erring Christian
time to repent.” Gregg R. Allison, Sojourners and Strangers: The Doctrine of the Church (Wheaton IL: Crossway,
2012), 189.
6Wyman L. Richardson, Walking Together: A Congregational Reflection on Biblical Church Discipline
	

(Eugene, OR: Wipf & Stock, 2007), 76. Stanton Norman concurs: “Steps one and two need to be repeated as long as
the offender demonstrates genuine openness to listen and consider the gravity of his or her sin. Love demands that
more than one meeting may be necessary, with sufficient time and prayer between each step.” R. Stanton Norman,
“The Reestablishment of Proper Church Discipline,” in Restoring Integrity in Baptist Churches, eds. Thomas White,
Jason G. Duesing, and Malcolm B. Yarnell III (Grand Rapids, MI: Kregel, 2008), 214.
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Third, there is need for discernment. On the one hand, as Jay Adams asserts: “Anything

that creates an unreconciled state between us and another must be brought up and dealt with.”7
And we should move quickly. Thomas White urges: “The offended party should go as quickly as
possible lest a root of bitterness or the exaggeration of the imagination create further division.”8
	


On the other hand, we must guard against hypersensitivity. Not every sin warrants

confrontation. Some offenses just need to be overlooked.9 First Peter 4:8 says, “Above all, keep
loving one another earnestly, since love covers a multitude of sins.” Where love abounds, minor
offenses are easily overlooked and quickly forgotten. But if the sin is of a destructive nature, and
the offender does not repent after a personal and private appeal, then we should proceed to the
next step.
	


Step 2: An appeal by two or three witnesses (v 16): “But if he does not listen, take one

or two others along with you, that every charge may be established by the evidence of two or
three witnesses.”
	


The two or three witnesses are not necessarily witnesses to the crime, but rather, to the

failure of repentance.10 But if they are witnesses to the crime, then they should be among those
who make the appeal. But we must be careful here. We want to make sure the witnesses are
____________________
	

	

	


7Jay

E. Adams, A Handbook on Church Discipline (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1986), 116.

	

8White,

“The Why, How, and When of Church Discipline,” 210.

9Wyman Richardson writes: “Did Christ have in mind a kind of over-sensitive, quick-on-the-draw approach
	

to church discipline whereby if one member, in a fit of frustration, hurts another member’s feelings, that member
should begin some formal process of church discipline? Certainly not! While the principle of the first step should
be binding on us whenever we feel that we have been sinned against, we must allow it to be tempered by
understanding, forbearance, and by long-suffering love” (Walking Together, 65). Wayne Mack and Dave Swavely
raise the question: “Should we confront everything we see in someone else that could possibly be wrong, or should
we only confront some sins that are ‘big ones’? . . . We suggest that when the following conditions exist, it becomes
unloving and wrong to ignore the problem: If sin creates an unreconciled relationship between you and the
offender. . . . If you are not confident that the person is growing in the direction of Christlikeness by regularly
confessing his sin and working to change. . . . If you know that there will be consequences of this sin that will hurt
others in the offender’s life.” Wayne A. Mack and Dave Swavely, Life in the Father’s House: A Member’s Guide to
the Local Church (Phillipsburg, NJ: P&R, 2006), 11.
10According to Gregg Allison, “Jesus does not specify that they be ‘eyewitnesses,’ only that they be
	

‘witnesses’” (Sojourners and Strangers, 185).
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spiritually mature individuals.11 The witnesses must thoroughly inquire into the matter, getting
the facts straight. Because if the next step is taken, they will present their findings to the church.
Consequently, Thomas White urges: “Wrong must clearly be established before church discipline
proceeds to the next step. Individuals and churches should not rush to judgment.”12 But if the
appeal by the witnesses fails to produce repentance, then we must take the third step.
	


Step 3: An appeal by the church body (v 17a): “If he refuses to listen to them, tell it to

the church.”
	


The is a most solemn step.13 It’s imperative that this public gathering consist of church

members only—and as many members as possible should be present.14 At this public gathering,
one of the elders should disclose the facts of the crime committed. Once the church has heard the
____________________
11Wyman Richardson insists: “The witnesses are crucial to the process of church discipline. You cannot
	

simply ask whomever. You must ask a person who will honor the ministry of loving church discipline” (Walking
Together, 76). Regarding the character of a witness, Richardson further states: “It should be a person [who is] . . .
objective. It should be a person of prayer. It should be a person who can honor confidence. It should be a gentle
person. It should be a bold person” (Ibid., 76). Thomas White concurs: “The witnesses should be trustworthy
individuals so that, if the second step fails to secure repentance, they may establish before the church what has taken
place” (“The Why, How, and When of Church Discipline,” 211). Jeremy Kimble counsels: “It seems wise to involve
one or two people who have at least some kind of knowledge of the sin that has been committed, and that at least
one of these witnesses be a church leader . . . though this is not dictated by the text itself.” Jeremy M. Kimble, That
His Spirit May Be Saved: Church Discipline as a Means to Repentance and Perseverance (Eugene, OR: Wipf &
Stock, 2013), 43. According to Adams, “If persons highly respected by both of the estranged parties can be found, it
would seem good to tap them” (A Handbook on Church Discipline, 61). Adams further declares: “Elders, deacons,
and even pastors would be prime persons to select” (Ibid., 61). Likewise, Allison claims: “Pastoral involvement at
this second stage is in keeping with the responsibilities of elders and can go a long way to ensure that, if the final
two stages in the process are needed, the church leadership can properly bring the matter to the entire congregation”
(Sojourners and Strangers, 188). However, John White and Ken Blue offer a different perspective: “Whom should
we choose for witnesses? Some people would opt for church elders or deacons though the New Testament nowhere
specifies this. Certainly there is value in choosing older and more experienced people. On the other hand, a younger
person, one more in tune with the setting surrounding a younger persons’ sin, may also prove helpful.” John White
and Ken Blue, Healing the Wounded: The Costly Love of Church Discipline (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity,
1985), 93.

	


12White,

“The Why, How, and When of Church Discipline,” 211.

13Eric Bargerhuff declares: “This now becomes a very solemn step, for the information regarding the
	

transgression of the unrepentant is now to become public knowledge. That which was informal has become more
formal in character” (Love That Rescues, 146).
14Stanton Norman notes: “The objective of this third stage is to purposefully and appropriately broaden the
	

circle of congregational involvement” (“The Reestablishment of Proper Church Discipline,” 215).
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testimony of the witnesses, it must take corporate action. With one voice the church body makes
a final appeal to the offender, calling for repentance and reconciliation with God and the faith
community.15
	


Of course, this assumes the offender is present. By this time, however, the offender may

have grown so obstinate that they fail to attend the meeting. What then? According to James
Leo Garrett: “It should be deemed a sign of guilt, a contempt of the authority of the church, and
an aggravation of his crime; and the process of the church against him shall not be obstructed on
account of his absence.”16 But again, time and space may still be granted to the offender before
taking the fourth and final step.
	


Step 4: Excommunication (v 17b): “And if he refuses to listen even to the church, let

him be to you as a Gentile and a tax collector.”
	


There’s no doubt that Jesus is referring to the act of excommunication here. This means

that they’re no longer to be treated as a brother in Christ.17 Carl Laney defines the term for us:
The word is derived from the Latin ex (‘out’) and communico (‘share, communicate’). It refers to
the cutting off of a person from church membership, fellowship, and communion. No longer may
that person share in the activities and privileges of church membership.18

	


The nature of the relationship between the church and the excommunicated individual has

changed considerably. The church should continue to reach out to them, but without giving them
____________________
15Gregg Allison describes the scene: “The members are made aware of the initial sin that provoked the
	

desperate situation as well as the failure of the first two stages in the disciplinary process to produce the desired
outcome. Involving themselves in the matter, the members confront the offending party and plead for confession of
sin and repentance” (Sojourners and Strangers, 185-186).
16James Leo Garrett, Jr., Baptist Church Discipline, rev. ed. (Nashville, TN: Broadman, 1962; Paris, AR:
	

The Baptist Standard Bearer, n.d.), 55.
17Commenting on Matt 18:17b, Marlin Jeschke notes: “In the eyes of Judaism the Gentile was someone
	

outside the community of faith, and the tax collector signified one who by compromise with the Gentile world had
apostatized from the community of Israel and was therefore banned. Hence the obvious meaning of the text seems
to be exclusion from the church.” Marlin Jeschke, Discipline the Brother (Scottdale, PA: Herald, 1972), 102.
18J. Carl Laney, A Guide to Church Discipline: God’s Loving Plan for Restoring Believers to Fellowship
	

with Himself and with the Body of Christ (Eugene, OR: Wipf & Stock, 1985), 56. Gregg Allison maintains, “This
action entails removing the offending party from church membership and cutting off all normal conversations and
involvement with that person” (Sojourners and Strangers, 186).
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the impression that they are right with God.19 Thomas White maintains that, while they should
not be allowed to partake of the Lord’s Supper, “Those excommunicated should be welcomed to
services to hear the Word preached, and church members should make an effort to reconcile them
to Christ.”20 Again, the purpose of church discipline is redemptive, not punitive. I keep coming
back to this because it’s so vitally important that we not lose sight of it. Restoration is the goal!
Jeremy Kimble writes:
The intention in treating others as non-believers is not to injure them or punish them, but rather to
help them see the seriousness of their sin and their need for repentance. If repentance does not
occur, the person is potentially displaying evidence that he or she was never truly a part of the
new covenant community and as such that person needs to confess their sin and place faith in
Christ for salvation.21

	


Historical records indicate that when Baptist churches take formative and corrective

discipline seriously, they rarely, if ever, have to excommunicate anyone. In her study of church
discipline among early Baptists in the American south (1760-1830), historian Jessica Madison
states, “The records of discipline cases make it clear that churches sought, and usually achieved,
____________________
19Wayne Mack and Dave Swavely contend: “The remaining members should be instructed to treat them as
	

unbelievers by showing them Christ’s love as they are able, but not having spiritual fellowship that would imply
they are right with God” (Life in the Father’s House, 189). Likewise, D. A. Carson observes: “In the Greek
expression ‘let him be to you as,’ the ‘you’ is singular. This suggests that each member of the church is to abide by
the corporate judgment and reminds the reader of the individual responsibility each believer has toward the others,
already presupposed by the singular ‘your brother’ in v. 15.” D. A. Carson, “Matthew” in The Expositor’s Bible
Commentary, rev. ed., vol. 2, eds. Tremper Longman III and David E. Garland (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan,
2010), 456-457. Furthermore, James Leo Garrett counsels: “Toward the excommunicated there should be an
attitude of non-fellowship but without hate, use of force, or reckoning him an enemy” (Baptist Church Discipline,
12). Finally, Jonathan Leeman warns: “Interactions should not be characterized by casualness but by deliberate
conversations about repentance.” Jonathan Leeman, Church Discipline: How the Church Protects the Name of Jesus
(Wheaton, IL: Crossway, 2012), 76.
20White, “The Why, How, and When of Church Discipline,” 213. According to Jonathan Leeman,
	

“[Excommunication] is the act of removing an individual from membership in the church and participation in the
Lord’s table. It’s not an act of forbidding an individual from attending the church’s public gatherings. It is the
church’s public statement that it can no longer affirm the person’s profession of faith by calling him or her a
Christian. It’s a refusal to give a person the Lord’s Supper. It’s excommunicating, or ex-communion-ing, the
person” (Church Discipline, 27-28).
21Kimble, That His Spirit May Be Saved, 44. Marlin Jeschke makes this assertion: “Excommunication does
	

not close the door of the church against the offender’s return, though it means that he is not in a state of grace until
he returns. Meanwhile, the most promising way of effecting his return is fidelity to the gospel, whose note of
judgment is consistent with its basic theme of love” (Jeschke, Discipline the Brother, 178).
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reconciliation instead of excommunication.”22 Furthermore, when churches follow the process
laid down in today’s text, they often achieve success at step one. As a result, they’re usually
strong and healthy churches. It makes sense, doesn’t it? Do you think the Lord knew what he
was doing when he gave us this four-step procedure? If only we would treasure His wisdom.
	


Now, I’d like to conclude today’s message by asking two crucial questions:

	


(1) When someone offends you, how do you tend to react: Do you go to that

individual in private, or do you go to others and gossip about it?
	


What did Jesus say to do? He said we are to go directly to the person who has offended

us. We are not to let it fester. Recall the earlier quote by Thomas White: “The offended party
should go as quickly as possible lest a root of bitterness or the exaggeration of the imagination
create further division.”23 And we are not to gossip about the offense to others as this will only
stir up dissension within the church. Listen carefully to this excerpt from Wyman Richardson’s
book Walking Together:
Think how many tragedies could be avoided, how much hurt and pain could be averted, and how
many lives could be restored if the church were full of Christians who loved each other enough to
gently and discreetly call each other back from the brink! Think how strong our churches would
become if we loved each other enough to lovingly and privately admonish instead of crassly
gossiping, if we went to the person involved instead of picking up the phone to call somebody
else about the matter, if we learned to weep over each other instead of deriving secret pleasure
from another’s fall.24

	


(2) What is your understanding of Christian love?

	


Many in the church today have a distorted view of Christian love. And their outright

rejection of church discipline is evidence of this. To them, church discipline seems harsh and
unloving. But this is a distorted view of Christian love. We have traded genuine Christian love
for a cheap substitute which really amounts to sentimentalism—a mushy, gushy, cheap and
shallow kind of love. Victor Masters saw the dangers of sentimentalism over a hundred years
ago. The following excerpt comes from an article he wrote for the Baptist Courier in 1902:
____________________
22Jessica Madison, In Subjection: Church Discipline in the Early American South 1760-1830 (Macon, GA:
	

Mercer, 2014), 42.

	


23White,

	


24Richardson,

“The Why, How, and When of Church Discipline,” 210.
Walking Together, 68.
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Sentimentality is an enemy of church discipline. Sentimentality is the love of man divorced from
love of truth. Under the specious guise of broadened sympathies it cloaks a big lot of hypocrisy
and moral decay. The church sentimentalist is so kind to his fellow church member that he is
willing to ignore the plain instructions of the Book of his faith rather than bring him to account
for unchristian conduct.25

	


I submit that, although rampant in modern American churches, sentimentalism is not

Christian love. Furthermore, any professing Christian who objects to the practice of church
discipline thinks they know how to love better than Jesus does! True love is kind, gentle, patient
and all that (1 Cor 13). But it’s also tough when it needs to be. True love cares enough to do the
difficult thing when necessary because eternity may very well be at stake for the obstinate
offender. Church discipline may very well become the means by which God rescues a hardened
sinner from eternal damnation.
	


May God grant that we would have a biblical understanding of Christian love. Amen.

____________________
25Victor Masters, “Church Discipline,” Baptist Courier, 21 August, 1902, 1-2. Superintendent of Publicity
	

of the Home Mission Board of the SBC (1909-1921).

